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Definition of Metaphor and My Personal Metaphor
Met - a - phor A figure of speech in which a word or phrase is applied 
to an object or action to which it is not literally applicable. (Without the words “like” 
or “as”)

Music

I like music very much. I like different types of music. If there was no music, my life 
would be very different; so music is very important to me. Music is my personal 
metaphor.



My Wordcloud Explanation
I chose the colors for the wordcloud as these because it’s unique like me, and it’s 
not the “normal” colors of an owl, but it’s my personal owl. I also chose the shape 
because owls represent wisdom, and I like to consider myself wise.

Owl!



My Word
Mature. Even though in school, I’m humorous and funny, outside of school, I really 
am more mature than in school with things that I work on for a long time like 
ROBLOX groups. There are lots of things that are important to me that require me 
to be mature and serious about things. It makes up a lot of my personality in a lot 
of things that I give much of my time to. Things like police groups, games, and 
other things. 

<--  Word “Mature”



My Learning Metaphor
Books are my brain tools. A good story can calm me down, and make me think 
creatively. Being calm can help me focus and think harder on a subject. If I’m not 
super focused on my math work, then I won’t get the scores that I would get if I 
was calm and focused like what a reading a good book might do.

Books



What I Learned through this Project
What did I learn about myself while doing this? I learned how much more meaning there is to books, and I 
learned more about myself through my word cloud. I didn’t look this closely into why I love books, or why I 
chose the words in my word cloud. Doing this project opened up my brain, and changed the way I look 
and think of my learning and my thinking.
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